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Overview and Motivation

In this project we envision a situation in which a group of
non-expert humans collaborates with a number of robots to
accomplish a global, high-level task, forming an ad-hoc
human-robot swarm. This need may arise, for example, in
emergency mass evacuation situations, or in large scale search
efforts, where robots would be deployed into a crowd to
enhance safety, situational awareness of the humans and
successful task completion.
We focus on humans with no robotics expertise, able to
assume and fluidly change between four roles: ad-hoc leaders
providing local instruction to the robots, cooperative swarm
members who follow robot directions, resistive members who
do not (for example people with a traumatic response), and
passive humans who are not able to locomote on their own.
We design two type of robots as part of the swarm, rovers
and blimps, and study the interaction between the humans
and the robots through multimodal interfaces on the rovers
and projected displays from the blimps.

Platforms

Two types of robots participate in the swarm, lighter-than-air
vehicles (blimps) and ground-based rovers. The blimps will
keep a birds-eye view of the situation, and simultaneously
project guiding information onto the ground. The rovers will
be able to move over relatively rough terrain and navigate
their surroundings using wireless information transmitted by
the blimps as well as the patterns the blimps project on the
ground.
For human-robot interaction, the rovers will have inflatable
human-scale bladders on their back. When deflated, the
robots may move quickly and easily in confined spaces.
When inflated, the robots can make their presence noted and
various functions in the bladder will allow safe and intuitive
direct physical, visual, and auditory interaction. Rovers may
be used as obstructions and waypoints to guide others, in
unison to lift debris, or in unison as mobile stretchers for
transporting passive members safely.

Figure: Intended features of the rover and bladder. A) Several pressurized channels along the
surface of the bladder keep it upright. B) Stretchable tendons help create predictable folds
upon deflation. C) The pink foam buoys on the rover help it sustain high impact falls. By
differentially inflating the bladder the robot may right itself upon landing. D) A micro
projector broadcasts messages and interactive displays on to the surface of the bladder. E)
An RGB-D camera detects feedback from the user.

Figure: Overview of the ad-hoc collaborative human-robot swarms proposed. We consider
humans who fluidly move between four roles 1) leaders, 2) active and cooperative, 3) active
and resistive, and 4) passive. Blimps will be deployed to provide overhead sensing and
interaction; rovers will be used as interactive interfaces, markers and way points in the
environment, and for environmental modification

Timeline

I Year 1
The first year will focus on accomplishing a high-level task
with one-sided interaction, where the robots display
information and guide the human swarm members. In the
first year we assume the humans will all be cooperative.

I Year 2
The second year of the project will focus on accomplishing a
high-level task with two-sided interaction where the robots
display information and guide the human members of the
swarm, and the humans provide instructions, either motion
or information requests, to the robots.

I Year 3
The third year of the project will focus on two additional
challenges; adding blimps that can move in the environment,
and studying the swarm behavior when some humans take
on a resistive role.

I Year 4
The final year of the project will add passive human
members to the swarm, and the ability for humans to
compose the rovers for enhanced interaction with the
environment, such as movement of large debris or transport
of passive swarm members.

Figure: Summary of the research plan by year. The first row represents the hardware that
will be developed in that year. The second row depicts the type of interaction. The third row
describes the roles the humans will take and the hardware platforms that will be tested in the
end-of-year evaluation.
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